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1. Phonology*
1.1. Consonants

Table 1: Consonant phonemes
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Table 2: Vowels
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represents the opposition /o/ : /a/. Some speakers make no difference in pronunciation

between words like chorsyu : chArsyu,

Nasalization

Nasalization is restricted to o and a in open syllables {cdyu 'net', to 'head') and to the

diphthongs. There is a great deal of free variation between nasalized and non-nasalized

forms, but as the examples below show, nasalization can be phonemic. Often it can be traced

to an elided nasal consonant:

phuima (phund-) jump

seima (sen-) ask

soma (sang-) come up

toma (NW: tungma) eldest daughter

phuima (phuid-)
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In word-final position only nonaspirated sonorants occur. In media! position the following
combinations are common in verbs:

sonorant -f k: camke 'we eat it'

sonorant or bilabial + s: tupsa 'ripened', rungsa 'speaking'

sonorant or bilabial + d(h) tapdyu 'poured out', kemdhyu 'chewed'

In nouns we also find other collocations as the result of compounding, for example:
bunglaima 'bell', buktupa 'cave', boblotima 'butterfly'.
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[9j], too. jBut khaima (< khat-) and kheima (< khet-) are distinguished in careful
pronunciation. The diphthong I represent by oi> is sometimes heard as [ijl,8 for example
[mojma] ~ [mijma] 'forget', sometimes also as [uj], for example [tsj] ~ [tij] ~ |tuj] 'cloth'.

There seems to be no opposition with ei either, but it seems inadequate to subsume [ij] and
bj] under this diphthong.

The diphthong [oj] occurs only after w and seems to be an allophone of /ai/, cf. woima
'wear', wat-yu 'wears'. As my spelling is a compromise between phonology and
pronunciation I shall write <oi>. It would not be transparent to a Camling why s/he should
write <ai> in a noun like woini 'friend'. In a handful of words I hear [ai] after initial w,
which I represent by <ayi>: wayi^ 'silent', wayima 'thirst', wayikhi 'sweet potato'. A
sequence of a + / results from the combination of final a with the low location marker -/, as in
Niyama-i 'down at Niyama'.^^

The sequence o + m occurs only in addressing a person, either with a noun or with an
imperative: a-m-ou! 'my mother!', mi-khai-d-ou! 'don't go!'.

1.3. Syllable structure

The canonical syllable structure is CV(C). The NW-dialect has initial consonant clusters,
restricted to p(h), k(li) + r, /.

NW
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